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Three main problem areas have been identified in existing headrest designs; they 
unnaturally position the user’s head and neck, have a hard and uncomfortable 
structure and finally overall poor ergonomic design. In addition to this, it has been 
said that  “one size fits no-one”. The focus of modern headrest design has been on 
packing more technology inside the existing product
- such as LCD screens, speakers and DVD players,
however, the manufacturers are placing
functionality above the basic need for user comfort.
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The Malleus Headrest has been designed to provide two different forms of 
customisation for the user; firstly, combining the modules to tailor make a headrest 
for the specific user or journey. Secondly, the flexible core (shown in orange) enables 
the user to further adjust the headrest during use - folding  and bending the ‘wings’  
     in and out of action as required. Fig. 2 shows this flexibility, whilst
      Fig. 1 displays all of the modules supplied with the product.
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Modular components:
 - Neck Roll (supports base of skull,     
    relieves neck muscles)
 - Head Strap (elastic strap that maintains   
     a comfortable & safe posture during sleep)
 - Lateral Supports (increases comfort & rests  
    the head)
 - Head Pads (main headrest area) 

Malleus vs Conventional Headrest
- Increased surface area, 0.11m² vs   
   0.05m²
- Customisable
- Ergonomic features
- Intelligent flexible yet shock    
   absorbent materials

Module Configuration

The two models shown on the right are
examples of the different configurations
possible using the components supplied
with the product.

Fig. 3 utilises the egg-crate memory
foam modules, providing superior
ergonomics in the material selection
alone. These 15mm peaks maximise
ventilation and stimulate blood flow to
provide the most comfortable user
experience.

Fig. 4 is fully fitted with 50mm thick memory
foam pads, curved to pinpoint the support at the
jawline and top of the skull. This positioning maintains the 
user’s field of vision and allows cool airflow around the head.
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Aim
The aim of this project was to redesign car headrests to allow maximum adjusting ability and to thereby 

eliminate the need for additional travel accessories (such as a neck pillow), to increase safe use and comfort 
for the user.


